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1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon can have an important effect on the mechanical properties of certain con-
structional materials likely to be used in the LMFBR's. Transfer of carbon will
occur between the metal and the sodium at any particular location to bring the
chemical potential of carbon in both components to the same value. Thus, in a
mixed system containing austenitic stainless steel and unstabilised ferritic steel,
carbon could be transferred by the sodium from the high carbon activity ferritic
to the lower activity austenitic steel. Loss of carbon from the unstabilised
ferritic steel leads to a weaker, more ductile material, while carburisation of the
stairless steel could lead to its embrittlement(1)(2). Similarly carbon entering
the coolant in the form of oil from leaking mechanical pumps coula have similar
effects on the mechanical property of stainless steels(2). In the light of these
possibilities it.is essential to measure the carbon activity of the .sodium so that
its effect on materials properties can be predicted.

2. METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF CARBON ACTIVITY

In the present investigation the measurement of carbon activity of the sodium has
been carried out using nickel tabs and the Harwell carbon meter (HCM).

2.1 Studies Involving Niokel Tabs

Theoretical considerations. When sodium and a metal such as nickel are in contact,
carbon will transfer from one to the other, until at equilibrium, the chemical
potential of the carbon in the metal and in the sodium are identical. When the same
standard state is chosen for carbon in the sodium and in the metal, then the
activity of the carbon is the same in the sodium and in the metal, ie:
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where ^a, jijj are the chemical potential of the carbon in the sodium and in the
metal respectively.

is the chemical potential of carbon in the chosen standard state.

aNa> ^ are t h e act'vity of carbon relative to the standard state in the sodium and
in the metal respectively.

Hence, a ^ = a°

Thus, the activity of carbon in the sodium may bo determined by measuring the carbon
concentration in the metal, if the relationship between corbon activity and carbon
concentration in the metal is known.

Graphite, for which u 0 is aero in the above equations, is used as the standard ]]"]
state for carbon in both the sodium and the metal in this instance.

Practical' considerations. The main advantage of using pure nickel is that it does
not form a carbide phase and the times required to equilibrate a 0,002 in. (~ 5ftim^
foil, in sodium at 65O°C is only of the order 4 hrs. There are however a number of
factors which could affect the time to reach equilibrium and these have to be
explored before the material can be accepted as a reliable monitor. These factors
include; possible plate out of soluble iron and chromium in the sodium onto the
nickel surface and the sluggishness of reversible processes when carbon is being
removed from the foil under changing carbon activity situations in the sodium
environment. If the foil does not respond immediately to such changes then the
measured carbon level in the foil could represent an integrated and not an instant
measure of carbon activity in the sodium.

2.2 Studies Irvolvinp; the Harwell Carbon Meter (HCM)

The continuous monitoring of sodium in two of the sodium test loops at RNL is now
in its third year. The meters which are described in Re/ 3 are situated in the
loops in positions down stream of the nickel tabs. Thermocouples inserted within
the meter coil indicate there is a 10 C difference between the exposure vessel for
nickel tabs and the meter when the exposure vtssel is operated at 65O C.

The sodium environment is continuously monitored by the meter except when checks
are carried out to establish the background level of impurities such as CO/CO2 in the
flowing argon gas or when known limits of. CO are added to the argon to calibrate the
analytical equipment. These operations are normally carried out twice per day. The
range of temperature used for meter operation has varied between 450 and 700 C,o

although for the majority of the experiments the meter temperature has been 640 C.

3. MEASUREMENT OF CARBON UPTAKE BY STAINLESS STEELS

In order to establish what effect the carbon activity of the sodium is having on the
carbon level of stainless steels, specimens of Type 316 and M316 steels of different
thicknesses and metallurgical conditions have been inserted in the exposure vessel
alongside the nickel tabs. The specimens are either in the form of 0.003 in. (.~75u.n)
foils, 0.040 in. (1mm) sheet or thin walled 0.015 in. (~ 0.4mm) fuel element tubing,
which is prepressurised with argon gas. This is to establish whether stress affects
the level of carbon uptake in M3I6 stainless st^el.

The aim of the study is to provide a correlation between measured carbon activity,
the equilibrium surface level of carbon in the stainless steels, as measured by the
foils, the carbids structure, the type of concentration gradient developed in the
thicker section metals under various conditions of exposure and bulk carbon level.
The levels of carbon in the nickel foils and the carbon gradients in the various
steels are" measured using techniques developad at AEBE (see Befs 4.5).

4. SODIUM FACILITIES AND SODIUM CHEMISTRY

The loops being used for this type of investigation are made from Type 321 stainless
steel which is stabilised with ~ 1$ Ti. The reason for using a carbon stabilised
steel as a loop constructional material is to ensure that the steel remains inert
and contributes no carbon to the sodium before it reaches the exposure vessel.

The sodium used in most of the experiments has been obtained from the purification
plant at DNE. The same quality sodium is used for PFR. The measured total carbon
content of the sodium is 1-3 ppm.
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For the first stage of the teat programme the sodium is being continuously circulated
ar«nad the loop at a low cold-trap temperature of ~ 110°C. This is to provide a
sodium quality typical of that anticipated during long.term operation of fast
reactors. This level of sodium quality also provides low oxygen conditions in the
system (1-3 ppm) thus minimising the effect of oxide film formation on the attendant
carton transport processes.

During the test programme a number of experimental variables such as changes in
exposure temperature and cold trap temperature have been investigated to establish
what effect these changes have on the measured carbon activity values. The exposure
temperature has been varied in the range 520-75° c while the cold-trap temperature
was varied between 120, ihQ and 165°C at a fixed exposure temperature of 650 C.

5. RESULTS OF CARBON ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

Comparison of values obtained with nickel tabs and carbon meters. The results from
both the nickel tab and carbon meter studies are detailed in Fig 1. Inspection of
this figure shows that all the carbon meter values are consistently lower than the
tab values by about a factor of 5. The reason for this difference is probably a
combination of two effects. The first in that, according to other data, obtained at
ENL, the nickel tabs might be relatively'insensitive to measuring very low carbon
activities and secondly some of fundamental assumptions made for carbon transport
through the iron membrane of the HCM may not be valid at these low carbon activities.
Although the differences between the two methods are in accord with the calibration
curves provided by AERE for low carbon activities in sodium (see paper this conference)
the reasons why the difference occurs require further investigation.

One point of interest is that during the operation of the aeters slight disturbance
in sodium or cover gas chemistry, due to sampling the loop sodium for oxygen causes
the meter to drift slightly when the loop is brought back on line. This drift tends
to exaggerate discrepancies in meter readings which under steady state conditions
are within a factor of 2 of each other.

Experiments carried out with the nickel tabs have shown that there is very little
difference in carbon activity values measured by this method after short and long
exposures to sodium (see Fig 1). This suggests that the plate out of elements such
as iron and chromium from the sodium onto the nickel is not having a significant
effect on the measured values*.

Experiments to establish whether the measured carbon activity values are affected by
the metallurgical condition of the nickel have shown that there is a slight differ-
ence between cold-worked and annealed metals with the annealed materials tending to
pick up more carbon.

Effect of changing loop parameters on measured carbon activity values. The effect
of changing the temperature of the sodium on the measured carbon activity values is
illustrated in Fig 2. The changes, namely increased activities at lower temperatures
are in line with expected trends. In contrast the effect of cold-trap temperature
on the recorded carbon activity values was insignificant. More work is planned to
look at this parameter in more detail, using larger traps with greater throughputs.

6. EFFECT OF MEASURED CARBON ACTIVITY ON CARBON PICK UP IN STAINLESS STEELS

Earlier work(6) using fully solution treated Type 316 stainless steel foils has

Measured levels of depths of iron and chromium ere 5 x 10 ji
respectively after exposures of 56 days.

and 3 x 101 n.m

shown that' in low carbon activity environments this material will decarburise at 110
temperatures of the order of 65O C. Therefore in order to look at the effects of
heat treatment and thus metallurgical structure in more detail, certain steels have
been given the full solution treatment followed by a part ageing treatment to
nucleate carbides, (called special anneal). Others have been fully annealed and
certain materials have been cold-worked to the 20# level. See Table 1 for details.

The results from these studies show (see Fig 3) that part ageing of the steel after
the full solution treatment does not stop some initial decarburisation of the steel
foils at 65O°C when the steel is immersed in sodium for relatively short times of
one month and that treatments such as the full anneal(6) and 20% cold work are
required to minimise initial carbon losses. Over the long term with continuous
immersion in eodium it is apparent that the foils start to pick up carbon and
continuous uptake is recorded over approximately 2 years.

Analysis of the foils from the long term exposure studies indicate that firstly the
foils are losing nitrogen at R rate which mirrors the rate of carbon uptake (Fig k)
and secondly TEM studies reveal that the composition of the carbide is becoming
enriched in chromium thus providing a more thermodynamically stable carbide structure
in the matrix of the foil.

•In contrast the thicker section materials are showing no significant changes in bulk
carbon levels irrespective of whether they are stressed or unstressed (Fig 3).

7. THE. EFFECT OF LOOP POSITION ON THE CARBURISATION OF M316 STAINLESS STEEL

Preliminary studies carried out to establish whether monitors at one temperature
position in a sodium loop will assist in the interpretation of what is occurring
elsewhere in the sodium circuit have involved the use of M316 steels which are tack-
welded into the loop pipework at various positions upstream and downstream of the
main sampling position which contains M3I6 stainless steels and nickel tabs. The
results so far obtained indicate that if the steels are initially exposed to a
slightly carburising environment they do not readily adjust to clean sodium conditions
once the loop has been operated for a few days. Consequently new ways are being
explored of inserting the specimens once the loop sodium has reached the required
carbon activity values. These findings highlight the difficulties associated with
in-line monitoring using stainless steels and the subsequent interpretation of
results in relation to findings elsewhere in the circuit.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons of the two methods used to monitor the carbon activity of the sodium
loops at ENL has shown that at low carbon activities the nickel tabs give consistently
higher values than the Harwell carbon meter. The difference between the two methods
is roughly a factor, of 5 when the Harwell carbon meter is registering carbon activity
values of ~ 2 x 10 at 6it0°C. At slightly higher carbon activities, produced by
lowering the temperature of the loop system, the discrepancy between the two methods
is not so great.

The possibility that nickel tabs may not accurately measure carbon activities of
10"' - 10" is currently being explored as the discrepancies already quoted between
the two techniques may be a combination of deficiencies in both methods of measure-
ment and not as assumed, the HCM.

Although long term immersion of nickel tabs does not seem, to affect the determined
carbon activity values it does seem that the metallurgical condition of .the -nickel
foil could affect the level of carbon uptake in the metal. Annealed metals'appear
to pick up slightly higher levels of carbon than cold-worked.



Measured carbon activity values, using both techniques, seem to be relatively
insensitive to changes in cold trap temperature. More tests are required to explore
this experimental variable in more detail.

Hie effect of reducing the temperature of the sodium on the carbon activity value
recorded by the nickel tabs and the HCM follows expected trends. Preliminary cia-a
coming from these tests suggests the carbon species is a monomer (Fig 5)« However
more work is reqxiired before a final conclusion can be reached on this topic.

Measurement of changes in the carbon content of the various stainless steels exposed
to a low carbon agtivity sodium environment showed that at 65O°C,

a. 0.003 in. foils in the special anneal and 20% cold worked exposed for periods
up to two years showed an increase in carbon content with time. This increase
is attributed to the structural changes that occur in the steel and possibly
the loss of nitrogen.

b. 0.00J in. foils in the special anneal and cold worked conditions immersed in
sodium for short time-scales of one month showed some slight variation in
carbon content over a period of 2 years.

c. 0.015 in. wall thickness prepressurised tubes in the 20$» cold worked conditions
and 0.040 in. tabs in the special anneal and 30% cold worked condition showed
insignificant changes in carbon content over periods of two years, implying
that applied stress does not significantly affect carbon movement in the
steels.
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TABLE 1

Treatment

Solution Treatment

Special Anneal

Standard UK Treatment

DETAILS OF HEAT TREATMENT

Details

Heat to 1050 C for 1hr followed by
gas quench

Solution treatment as above followed
by 1050 C for 15 mins. plus furnace
cool

Heat to 1050°C for 30 mins. followed
by air cool
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